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PROJECT EUROPA
One thing to note about myself is that i love the possibility of
the future. As much time as i spend in fairy tale land i really love
exploring new ideas of the future. Whether its to improve society,
health, experience, tech. So Project Europa is the opportunity to
explore such advances. I wanted to create a civilization in which
people could inhabit the moon Europa. The finish piece include
multiple concepts, and a short video clip of the civilization...

PROJECT EUROPA
There were a lot of challenges to face when dealing with this
project. One mega challenge was starting. Finding a way for a
spaceship to land on a moon that orbits the biggest planet in our
solar system. i first started concepting the suits. i figured one i
understood how they would live on the planet i could figure out
how they could get to the planet.
i started by researching the moon, its effects, surface attributes,
daylight hours, etc. And based on that i came up with a suit that
could adapt to the moons atmosphere. i designed the suit from
nano technology that uses whatever surface its on to create the
suit. it will analyze the surfaces in real time and adapt/mimic its
genetic make up to best suit the environment. Which means that
the suit has more than one form. Depending on the place it could
take on a variety of different forms.
I also gave the suits neuron capacitor that serves as a remote to
each individual nanobot.
That way the user can change, upgrade, customize the way their
suit looks using their own minds.
Europa’s surface isn’t that bearable, however under its thick ice
there is boundless amounts of water. For the ship i wanted to
make in 3 parts. The first is the actual ship to get from point a to
b. The 2nd would be in a drill that could cut through the thick
ice. And the third part would be a solar powered living quarters//
radiation barrier that would simulate earths atmosphere.

IN COLD BLODD
During my time schooling i got the opportunity to work with
the musical artist alt j, Pusha t, and twin shadows. They were
coming out with a remix for a song and wanted me to make a
promotional video for it. But after looking at what i had came
up with for the promotional video they decided they wanted a
whole music video! I was both nervous and excited to work on
it and especially since i had complete control over the visuals of
the video. Going into this i wanted to put my best foot forward
and give the best i could possibly give.
Pusha and Alt-J have two completely different styles and coloring
them together makes for an interesting sound, Instead of
representing the two more so as a person to person, I decided
to represent them as more person to experience, or person
to land. The way Pusha is acting in the video is the same way
I feel he acted in the song. He flows through the song as his
experience in someone else’s world trying to find his place.
And so in the video during the Alt-J part, I wanted Pusha to
basically experience alt-J the experience.

IN COLD BLODD
The making of the video was very intense. i created over 120
custom textures, 80 building template, 40 hologram videos,
and 7 stages. i lit, colored, textured and animated the whole
thing which took about 3 weeks. Most of the challenges i face
while making this video was how to incorporate green screen
footage of Pusha t into the video itself. i didn’t want to make
it separate from the video itself, i wanted it to be installed
somewhere in the scene. so i created a commercial in which he
raps all the lyrics and put them on buildings, cars pretty much
anything i could think of.
Another task disk space. A lot of this project was surprisingly
huge. i used 2 1 tera-byte drives to use during this project. The
who project itself came out to be around 500gb all together.
Main for the amount of video, the cinema files, obj, fbx, render
data, etc. It was a lot to handle for the great amount of work
that was put into the project.

OSEAN WORLD

OSEAN WORLD
Osean world has become many things. Comics, photo series,
videos, vr worlds, play-list, and the list goes on. For a long time
it was just me kind of figuring out who i am as an artist. The
ultimate self exploration. However in 2018 i wanted to try and
create a solid piece to ground osean world in... So i created a
short film.
The film runs for about 6 minutes and tels of a boy in need
to change his life through his dreams. The whole process of
creating this 6 minute film took about 8 months. Everything
on this project was created completely from scratch from the
concept to the final piece.

OSEAN WORLD
I wanted a personal piece that i could look back on and say
“i did that.” In doing that i put the ultimate task on myself to
create a film that i had complete handle over. i created all the
music, sound fx visual fx, textures, character, concepts, building,
landscape, story, etc. i wanted the process to take an extremely
long time so i for sure knew whether or not i could commit to
a project that would take such a long time.
I surrounded myself in a world of my own and it all started with
the world i created in my head. i have lots and lots of dreams
that i write down in a dream journal. Up until osean world i
really didn’t do anything with them. i just wrote it and let it sit
in my room.

